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Whether Donald Trump scooped up 15 cartons of documents and classi�ied material and scurried o� to
his Mar-A-Lago redoubt 20 months ago is politically inconsequential.

By carrying out an unprecedented raid (https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-

show/maddowblog/mar-lago-search-trump-challenged-release-warrant-rcna42263) on his Palm

Beach domicile in search of the purloined papers, the FBI and the Department of Justice played directly

into Trump’s hands, delivering what he’s always craved — the center of national attention and

dominating frenzied media coverage.

Trump, not law enforcement, revealed the raid, seizing the upper hand in framing the narrative,
immediately casting himself in the role of victim of a vindictive Department of Justice obsessed with

destroying him.

He is, in all likelihood, guilty of carting materials from the White House to his home — an o�ense in the

order of political corruption severity the equivalent of a speeding ticket, hardly the stu� to justify FBI

agents wandering through his private residence turning over dishes and table vases in search of

(https://www.njtvonline.org/blog-post/njtv-is-now-nj-pbs/)
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it’s been driven by in�ation not experienced in 40 years.

Congress is poised to approve a $740 billion package to cut health care costs, address climate change

and raise corporate taxes — the centerpiece of the Biden agenda — and the White House sta� is most

likely planning a gala Rose Garden bill signing ceremony illed with cheering supporters.

The Mar-A-Lago raid drove that story o� the front pages and out of the lead-in to nightly newscasts —

known in the business as stepping on your own story. The FBI not only stepped on it but ground it under

its heels into the dust.

A delay of a week or two to focus on what the Administration believed is a political triumph would have

had no impact on conducting the raid. Whatever Trump has in his possession has been at Mar-A-Lago

for nearly two years; it wasn’t going anywhere.

In the end, dispatching FBI agents to search the home of an ex-president may turn out to be an

egregious political blunder, an embarrassment not soon forgotten.
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